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Abstract
In this study a structured light prototype device was evaluated for
the possible use as a respiratory gating device in PET/CT. The device functions by measuring the movement in the vertical direction of
the obtained 3D-surface of the chest and abdomen with the breathing.
The aim of the thesis was to evaluate if and in what way a respiratory
signal could be measured for patients undergoing a PET/CT examination.
The system was verified against a second gating device, Sentinel
by C-RAD, for 15 healthy test-persons. A high Pearson correlation
coefficient between the two systems was measured indicating a similar
performance in the measurement of the respiratory phase, while there
were some differences in the measurement of the mean peak-to-peak
amplitude between the systems.
42 patients were examined with the device at Akademiska Sjukhuset
in order to test if it were possible to measure a respiration signal from
the patients in the PET/CT. A useful respiratory signal was obtained
for 41 patients. The size of the FOV is large enough to cover two bed
positions in the PET/CT to be respiratory gated. The prototype device has the potential to be used as a respiratory gating device with
the possible benefits of having a fully contact-less system. However,
improvements of the 3D-surface quality has to be made in order to
ensure a constant position of the respiratory gating point, as well as
further testing about the ability to measure the amplitude accurate.
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Sammanfattning
I denna studie utvärderades en prototyp av en optisk gating-utrustning
som använder sig av strukturerat mätljus för att mäta hur en 3D-yta
av bröstet och buken av patienten rör sig vertikalt med andningen.
Målet med examensarbetet var att utvärdera om och på vilket sätt en
andningssignal kunde mätas för patienter som genomgår en PET/CT
undersökning.
Prototypen verifierades i tester där den jämfördes mot en annan
redan existerande produkt för andningsgating, Sentinel från C-RAD
där 15 friska testpersoner var med. Resultatet av testerna var en hög
Pearson korrelationskoefficient mellan de två systemen vilket tyder på
likvärdig översättning av testpersonernas andningsfas, medan det var
skillnader i medelamplituden mellan mätningarna.
42 patienter undersöktes i en klinisk studie med prototyputrustningen på Akademiska Sjukhuset för att testa om det gick att mäta
en andningssignal på patienterna när de genomgick en PET/CT undersökning. En användbar andningssignal gick att få fram för 41 av
patienterna. Storleken på FOV var stor nog för att täcka de två säng
positionerna som ska gateas. Prototypen har potential att användas
som en andningsgating utrustning i PET/CT med de potentiella fördelarna att vara ett system helt utan patientkontakt. För att kunna använda systemet måste det däremot utföra förbättringar på kvaliteten
på 3D-ytorna för att kunna säkerställa att punkten på ytan för gatingen
kan hållas konstant. Dessutom behöver det ske mer utredningar kring
utrustningens prestanda för att mäta amplituden.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
AC
CT
F-FDG
FOV
LINAC
LOR
PET
PTV
RPM
RT
SNR

Attenuation Correction
Computer Tomography
Fluorodeoxyglucose
Field of View
Linear accelerator
Line of Response
Positron Emission Tomography
Planning Target Volume
Real-time Positioning Management
Radiation Therapy
Signal to Noise Ratio
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the treatment of thoracic cancer-types with radiation therapy (RT),
the motion of tumours from the breathing of the patients has to be
accounted for in order not to cause inaccuracies in the treatment. One
technique involved in the motion compensation is called respiratory
gating and can be used both in the RT-room and for medical imaging.
Before the RT, respiratory gated images are used for the planning of
the treatment where 4D-images are used to visualize how the tumour
motion is affected by the respiration. Respiratory gating is also used
during the treatment by only irradiating the tumour during a part of
the respiratory cycle where there is least tumour motion [1]. The measurement of the respiration is essential for the gating, and it can be
performed with different techniques, here an optical surface scanning
technique using structured light will be presented. The technique measures how the 3D-surface of a chest or abdomen moves in the vertical
direction for patients in the lying position. The respiratory signal obtained with this technique is called an external respiratory surrogate
signal. This means it is the skin motion of the chest or abdomen that
is measured, but this motion correlates with how the position of an
internal target moves with the respiration [2].
The use of Positron Emission Tomography and Computed Tomography (PET/CT) imaging in RT-planning is increasing due to the capability of getting both morphological and functional information about
tumours to be treated [3]. Respiratory gated PET/CT adds a time dimension to the fused 3D-image, making it possible to see how the tumour position changes between different phases of the respiration cycle. Optical devices, placed outside the gantry of the PET/CT utilizing
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optical scanning techniques to measure the respiration, are dependent
on an unobstructed sight of the chest of the patient. Therefore, in imaging modalities where the patient is placed deep into the gantry during
the image acquisition, it can be problematic to measure the respiration
since the view of the patient can be compromised. In the PET/CT,
the patient is moved in steps through the deep gantry into certain predefined bed-positions. In two of these bed-positions, the abdomen and
chest bed-positions, the respiration is measured in the gated PET/CT.
The main goal of this thesis is to test if and how a prototype of a
structured light scanner can be used for respiratory gating in a PET/CT,
with focus on the PET-part. The goal will be fulfilled by examining
how the possible visual constrains in the PET/CT gantry affect the
method for measuring the respiration with the structured light gating
device. The optical device will be verified against an already existing
gating device by comparing the respiration measurement against from
the two devices.
The reader is referred to the State-of-the-Art section in the Appendix
where the background of why respiratory gating techniques are beneficial to use in PET/CT and respiratory gating devices are more thoroughly explained.

Chapter 2
Material and Methods
2.1

Testing of optical scanner

The possibilities and limitations of using the structured light scanner
were evaluated in order to decide the most fit measurement method
to be used for measuring the respiration in a PET/CT. The size of the
Field of View (FOV) of the scanner was evaluated and how it is affected by the geometrical limitations of the PET/CT. A manikin mimicking a human torso together with a separate respiratory simulator
working as an oscillating box with a constant frequency of 13 breaths/minute and a maximal peak-to-peak amplitude of 8.1 mm was used
to simulate the respiratory motion in patients, see Figure 2.1.

3
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(a) Simulator

(b) Manikin

(c) 3D-surface

Figure 2.1: The separate respiration simulator in a) and the structured
light pattern projected on the manikin in b) and the corresponding 3Dsurface representation in c).
The xiphoid-process was selected as a landmark for where the respiration was to be measured on all patients included in the thesis work.
The location of where the respiration is measured is called a respiratory gating point. The xiphoid-process is a small cartilaginous extension of the lowest part of the sternum where the respiratory motion
is easy to feel and is often used as a landmark on the patient for respiratory gating. At the gating point, the vertical motion is measured
as a function of the respiration, and this is called a respiratory surrogate of the internal motion from the respiration [4]. Therefore, it was
important to test whether the landmark would be visible in both bedpositions in the PET/CT.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified model of the optical scanner set-up in the gantry,
where b is the distance from the scanner to a position between the midchest and mid-abdomen of the patient. h is the distance between the
optical scanner and the surface of the patient. b=25.9 cm for the abdomen and b=41 cm for the chest position were tested since the bed is
moved 15.1 cm between each position in the PET/CT. h was tested for
15-35 cm, which was based on the physical limitations in how the bed
can be positioned in the gantry. α is the scan-angle and it was tested
in the range 20-50◦ .
The scanner height h and distance b to the object and also the angle
α of the scanner are the parameters that affect the size of the FOV and
what parts of the object that are included in the FOV. These three parameters were tested in terms of FOV-size and location for the ranges
stated in Figure 2.2. For each scanner angle tested, the manikin was positioned at the given heights and distances and how the FOV changed
was noted. The aim with the tests was to find an angle that makes it
possible to get a 3D-surface representation of both the chest and abdomen of the patient including the desired gating point in both gating
bed-positions of the PET/CT. In Figure 2.3 an example of how the FOV
differs for different heights can be seen.

6
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(a) Height=15 cm

(b) Height=35 cm

Figure 2.3: Maximal FOV with the optical scanner placed at the minimum and maximum height possible in the PET/CT. A flat surface is
scanned with a scanner angle of 21◦ , where the black and white lines
respectively represent the size of the corresponding 3D-surface and
coordinate-system defined in the software of the prototype.

2.2

Clinical-study: Methods

Clinical experiments were performed at the PET-centre at Akademiska
Sjukhuset where the respiration of 42 patients, 29 men and 13 women,
undergoing a PET/CT scan was measured during three weeks. The
respiration of 38 patients undergoing whole-body scans, and also four
patients undergoing scans that included the pancreas, liver or lungs,
were measured. 13 females and 29 males were included in the study.
The average weight and length for the females were 70 ± 18 kg and
165 ± 7 cm and for the males 87 ± 17 kg and 179 ± 7 cm.

2.2.1

Set-up in PET/CT-room

The optical scanner was placed on a wheel based stand designed by
the author to fit the geometrical constrains of the room and the clinical work-flow by ensuring mobility and stability. The scanner was
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positioned by the PET/CT gantry according to Figure 2.4. The scanner
was initially positioned at a 32◦ scan-angle, but changed to 21◦ after the
first three patients. The new angle was decided based on experimental tests with the respiratory manikin placed in the PET/CT gantry.
The manikin was positioned both in the abdomen and chest-position,
where angles in the range 32◦ -15◦ were tested in terms of which parts
of the manikin was covered by the FOV.

Figure 2.4: The set-up in the PET/CT where the optical scanner is
placed 12 cm from the gantry in the horizontal direction, and at a
height of 68 cm between the gantry bottom and the optical scanner.
α is the scan-angle of 21◦ . The coordinate system of the optical scanner
is defined in the directions in the figure. The optical scanner is covered
by the black rectangle here.
The measurements of the distance between the scanner and the surface of the patients can be seen in Table 2.1.

8
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Bed-pos.
Mean [cm]
Max [cm]
Min [cm]

h
Abdomen
23 ± 4
31
15

h
Chest
25 ± 4
34
17

Table 2.1: The mean value ± standard deviation, maximum and minimum height h as defined in Figure 2.2 where h is the distance between
the prototype device and the surface of the patient in the vertical direction.

2.2.2

Measurement protocol

Based on the X-ray scout-scan performed prior to the PET/CT scan,
the X-ray nurse decided the axial range of the scan, which usually consisted of 5 or 6 bed-positions in the PET for whole-body scans, see example in Figure A.3 in Appendix A, but could differ depending on the
length of the patient. Each position was for most whole-body protocols
scanned for two minutes. Two of these bed-positions include the chest
and abdomen and based on the scout-scan these were selected. When
the patient entered the abdomen bed-position, the optical scanner was
started and a 3D-surface representing the abdomen of the patient was
obtained in the software. Then the operator had to place two independent virtual points on the 3D-surface to localize where the respiration
was be measured. One of these points, called the primary point, was
placed at the position of the xiphoid-process. A second measurement
point, was placed a few centimeters below on the 3D-surface. After
the two minutes, the patient was moved to the chest bed-position,
and the measurement points had to be re-positioned since a new 3Dsurface was created in the new position. An example of 3D-surfaces
in each bed-position can be seen in Figure 2.5. The time for the manually placement of the points and adjusting the camera settings was a
few seconds due to the inherently short scanning times for each bedposition in the PET/CT.
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(a) Abdomen bed-position
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(b) Chest bed-position

Figure 2.5: Green 3D-surfaces of a patient both in the abdomen and
chest bed-position. The red point represents the primary gating point
positioned at the xiphoid-process and the blue point the secondary
point placed below. In the chest bed-position a new 3D-surface is created, and the primary and secondary point has to be placed manually
at the same position on the new surface.

2.3

Verification study: Methods

To verify that the signal from the prototype device is a measure of the
respiration, the device was compared to an existing device used for
respiratory gating in CT, Sentinel (C-RAD, Uppsala, Sweden) [5]. Sentinel has a similar measurement technique as the prototype by measuring the vertical motion of the chest caused by the respiration. 12
healthy volunteering employees at C-RAD, wearing their normal clothing, were recruited for the tests where 3 test-persons participated twice.
The respiration was measured with both systems at the same time with
the Sentinel placed in the ceiling at the foot-end of the table while the
prototype scanner was placed at the head-end of the table in accordance with the set-up from Table 2.2. The respiration was measured
during two minutes with the instruction to breathe freely. The respiration was measured at the xiphoid-process with both systems. The
coordinate system of both systems were aligned, however there was
some uncertainties of a few mm from the alignment method.

10
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Height
Scanner angle
No. of test-persons

Study 1
65 ±0.1 cm
36 ±1◦
10

Study 2
43 ±0.1 cm
21 ±1◦
5

Table 2.2: Set-up of the two verification studies with measurement ,
where the height is measured from the bed to the scanner. The uncertainties of the measurement instruments are also included.

2.4

Data analysis

In both the clinical study and the verification study the respiration data
from the prototype software and also the Sentinel software in the latter case were exported into two separate MATLAB (MATLAB R2017b,
Mathworks) scripts written by the author for further analysis, which
can be found in whole in Appendix B.

2.4.1

Clinical study data

The script used for the clinical study imports the respiration file from
the software of the prototype. The user can choose to filter the signal
if the signal is noisy with a second order Butterworth low-pass filter
with a cut-off frequency of 0.4 Hz and sampling frequency of 8 Hz. The
parameters were decided based on a mean sample rate of the respiratory signal, which differs depending on camera settings, and a normal
respiration rate which usually is below 20 breaths/minute for an adult
[6].
The parameters exported from the MATLAB-script to be analyzed
in a separate Excel spreadsheet were the peak-to-peak amplitude and
the Pearson correlation coefficient.
The mean peak-to-peak amplitude was calculated by using the MATLAB function findpeaks to detect the upper- and bottom-values of the
signal. The distance between the mean amplitude of the upper- and
bottom-peaks gives the mean peak-to-peak value in accordance with
Equation 2.1.
peak-to-peak amplitude = ampupper − ampbottom

(2.1)

The sample Pearson correlation coefficient r between the primary
and secondary respiration signals was calculated with Equation 2.2,
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where {x1 ...xn } and {y1 ...yn } are the data-sets for n-samples and x and
y are the mean values.
Pn
(xi − x)(yi − y)
r = pPi=1
n
2
2
i=1 (xi − x) (yi − y)

(2.2)

The interquartile range (IQR), see Equation 2.3, where Q1 and Q3
represent the first and third quartile respectively of the data-set. The
IQR was used to form box-plots for the correlation coefficients to visualize if there were any spread of the data.
IQR = Q3 − Q1

(2.3)

The respiration data was qualitatively assessed by categorizing the
signals based on how well the respiration was visible in the plots. That
is, if the respiration pattern was clear and could not be confused with
noise peaks. The size of the FOV and the height was measured manually on the 3D-surfaces.

2.4.2

Verification study data

In the processing of the respiratory signals from the verification tests,
the prototype and the Sentinel used different sampling rates, and therefore the signal from the Sentinel had to be downsampled in order to be
compared with the prototype system. This was done with the resamplefunction in MATLAB. After the downsampling both signals were filtered with the same Butterworth-filter used for the clinical study data.
The prototype and the Sentinel could not be started at the same
time by one operator, leading to a time-delay of a few seconds between
the signals. The cross-correlation coefficient between the signals was
used to align the signals in time. By finding the location of the maximum value of the cross-correlation coefficient, the lag between the
signals can be found to align the signals to match in time.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the two systems was
calculated for each test-person with Equation 2.2. The respiration rate
was calculated in the script by detecting all respiratory peaks above a
threshold set by the user with the MATLAB function findpeaks and the

12
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equation below.
Respiration rate (cycles/minute) =

No. of peaks
·60 (2.4)
timelast peak − timefirst peak

The mean peak-to-peak amplitude was calculated with the same
procedure as mentioned for the clinical study with Equation 2.1.

Chapter 3
Results
3.1

Testing of optical scanner: Results

As seen in Table 3.1, 32◦ was the angle that gave a FOV that included
both the chest and abdomen for all heights possible in the PET/CT,
and thus would include the desired gating point of the xiphoid process
for the manikin. Using larger angles was observed to be problematic
for the chest bed-position. For the smaller angles there is a risk of
obtaining a limited coverage of the chest in the abdomen bed-position
in accordance with Table 3.1.
Angle [◦ ]
Distance [cm]
Height [cm]

15
25
35

50
26
C
C
CA

41
C

45
26
C
C
CA

41
C
C
C

32
26
CA
CA
CA

28
41 26
CA CA
CA CA
CA A

20
41 26
CA CA
CA A
CA A

Table 3.1: Table showing which part of the manikin the FOV covers
for each scanner angle, distance (b) and height (h) as defined in Figure
2.2. The abdomen bed-position is represented by 26 cm and the chest
bed-position by 41 cm. C stands for if the FOV includes only the chest,
A only the abdomen, and CA if both the abdomen and the chest of the
manikin. If neither is included, a - is indicated.

13
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CA
CA
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3.2

Clinical-study: Results

The respiratory signals measured at the PET-centre was divided into
three categories based on signal quality. Category I is where the signal
is very clean, without extra noise peaks that could make it difficult to
distinguish the respiratory pattern. Category II, is when a Category I
signal is obtained only in one bed-position, while in the other position
it was harder to asses if the pattern was an actual respiration pattern
or due to noise or movement. However, the respiratory pattern is still
distinguishable in these signals and therefore meaningful. Category
III is where the signal is non-meaningful since the respiration pattern
is not distinguishable. The signals of 33 patients were Category I, 8
Category II and only one patient was Category III. Examples of signals
and 3D-surfaces for Category I-III can be seen in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 respectively.
Normalized filtered signals
0.9

Primary point
Secondary point

0.8

Normalized amplitude

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
220

230

240

250

260

time [s]

(a) 3D-surface of the chest

(b) Respiratory signals

Figure 3.1: 3D-surface of Patient 33 in the chest bed-position in green
where the red and blue point represents where the primary respectively the secondary signals were measured in a), and the resulting
normalized and filtered signals can be seen in b). The signal is Category I. The patient was covered with a hospital fleece blanket.
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Normalized filtered signals
0.9
Primary point
Secondary point

0.8

Normalized amplitude

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

time [s]

(a) 3D-surface of the chest

(b) Respiratory signals

Figure 3.2: 3D-surface of Patient 38 in the chest bed-position in a), and
the resulting normalized and filtered signals can be seen in b). The signal is Category II. The patient wore a loose black and white patterned
blouse.

Normalized filtered signals

1

Primary point
Secondary point

0.9

Normalized amplitude

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time [s]

(a) 3D-surface of the chest

(b) Respiratory signals

Figure 3.3: 3D-surface of Patient 40 in the chest bed-position in a) with
many missing data-points, and the resulting normalized respiratory
signals can be seen in b). The signal is Category III. The patient wore
a maroon knitted cardigan.
The variation of the Pearson correlation coefficient between the primary and secondary signal for the patients in both the abdomen and
chest bed-position is seen in Figure 3.4, with a median value of 0.93

70
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and 0.87 respectively.
For the peak to peak amplitude measurements, the difference between bed-positions for the primary point can be seen in Figure 3.5
and Table 3.2 where it can be noticed that for the six patients where
the difference was larger than 2 mm, the larger amplitude was found
in the abdomen bed-position.

Figure 3.4: Box-plot of the IQR of the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the primary and secondary signal for the abdomen and chestposition of the PET/CT. The box represent the IQR of the set of data,
where the red line is the median value, the black cross is the mean
value and the red circles represent each value of the data-set. Please
note that the vertical axis start at 0.55.
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Peak-to-peak amplitudes

6

Abdomen-position
Chest-position

5

Amplitude [mm]

4

3

2

1

0
5

10

15

20

25

30

Patient

Figure 3.5: The amplitudes for the primary gating point in both bedpositions for all 38 patients undergoing whole-body PET/CT examinations.
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Test-person

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Abdomen
bed-position
[mm]
0.5
0.8
4.3
3.7
0.7
5.8
0.7
2.6
2.2
4.8
0.9
0.7
0.9
3.3
1.7
0.6
1.5
2.1
1.2
3.8
2.0
0.3
0.3
0.4
5.2
2.1
0.8
0.4
0.6
1.2
1.5
3.7
2.5
4.8
3.7
0.4
3.5
3.5

Chest
bed-position
[mm]
1.2
0.4
0.7
3.6
0.4
2.7
0.9
1.0
2.8
0.9
1.0
0.6
0.9
3.7
0.7
0.8
1.0
2.4
1.3
3.6
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.4
1.3
2.1
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.8
0.4
3.2
0.8
3.2
3.1

Difference
[mm]
-0.7
0.4
3.6
0.1
0.3
3.1
-0.2
1.6
-0.6
3.9
-0.1
0.1
0.0
-0.4
1.0
-0.2
0.5
-0.3
-0.1
0.2
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.9
0.0
0.3
-0.1
0.0
0.4
0.7
2.7
0.7
4.4
0.5
-0.4
0.3
0.4

Table 3.2: Numerical values for the amplitudes of the primary point in
both bed-positions from Figure 3.5.
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Bed-pos.
FOV
Mean [cm]
Max [cm]
Min [cm]

Abdomen
x
24 ± 3
30
20

Chest
x
25 ± 3
32
18

y
35 ± 9
56
20

19

y
33 ± 6
44
20

Table 3.3: The mean value ± standard deviation, maximum and minimum FOV in the x- and y-plane defined in the coronal plane of the
patient, where the x-direction is defined from arm to arm while the
y-direction is defined from the head to toe of the patient, as defined in
Figure 2.4.

3.2.1

Verification study: Results

The respiration was measured with both the prototype scanner and
the Sentinel, see an example of a respiratory signal in Figure 3.6. The
spread of the correlation coefficients between the signals from both
systems can be seen in Figure 3.7 and the numerical values in Table 3.4.
For the amplitude measurement, the difference was a few millimeters
for some of the test-persons in both studies, visible in Figure 3.9. There
was not any significant difference in the respiration rate between the
systems for any test-person, see Figure 3.10.
Normalized signal
0.9

Prototype
Sentinel

Normalized amplitude

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Time [s]

Figure 3.6: The normalized respiratory signal from the prototype system and from the Sentinel for test-person 9 in the first study.
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Correlation between prototype and Sentinel signals
1

Correlation coefficient

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

Study 1

Study 2

Figure 3.7: Box-plot of the Pearson correlation coefficients between the
signal from the prototype system and the Sentinel. Please note that the
vertical axis starts at 0.4.

Test-person
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Correlation coefficient
0.89
0.86
0.45
0.97
0.86
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.87
0.98
0.87
0.84
0.99
0.97
0.86

Table 3.4: The Pearson correlation coefficient values as seen in Figure
3.7 for all 15 test-persons. The median value is 0.89.
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Figure 3.8: The normalized respiratory signal from the prototype system and from the Sentinel for test-person 3 in the first study, where the
signals did not correlate well.

Verification tests: Study 1
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Verification tests: Study 2
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Prototype
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Amplitude [mm]
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Figure 3.9: The mean peak-to-peak amplitude in millimeters for each
test-person in both studies for each measurement system.
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Testperson
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Prototype
[mm]
1.6
4.9
11
4.8
9.1
1.4
4.3
2.4
3.1
2.7
5.1
2.7
1.6
2.4
2.5

Sentinel
[mm]
2.4
4.6
10.4
4.6
10.1
1.8
1.9
8.5
1.8
1.9
6.8
3.6
1.1
2.3
1.3

Difference
[mm]
-0.8
0.3
0.6
0.2
-1
-0.4
2.4
-6.1
1.3
0.8
-1.7
-0.9
0.5
0.1
1.2

Error [%]
33
6
6
4
10
22
126
71
72
42
25
25
45
4
92

Table 3.5: Numerical values for the amplitudes from Figure 3.9 where
test-person 1-10 is from the first study and 11-15 from the second. The
error is given in percent of the Sentinel amplitude.
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Figure 3.10: The respiration rate in breaths/minute for each testperson in both studies for the prototype and Sentinel.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
4.1
4.1.1

Amplitude & Phase measurements
Amplitude measurement

The variation of the amplitudes between bed-positions is considered
a measure of how consistent the placing of gating points was between
bed-positions, considering that the amplitude is the parameter most
sensitive to the point placement. The primary point had the aim to be
placed approximately on the xiphoid-process, but the result in Figure
3.5 indicates that the actual positioning of the point on the 3D-surface
varied for some of the patients. The smaller differences in amplitude
could probably partly be explained by non-consistent breathing patterns between bed-positions that could be present for patients suffering from illnesses. The difficulties in the gating point positioning include problems with identifying the xiphoid-process on the 3D-surface
during the manual placement of the points, but also the possibility that
the xiphoid-process is actually not visible in both bed-positions.
The verification tests indicated that there was a difference in the
peak-to-peak amplitudes from the verified Sentinel and the prototype
with a median error of 25 % in relation to the Sentinel amplitude, but
with a maximal error as large as 126 %. These errors together with
the previously mentioned problems with gating point positioning affecting the amplitude measurement, leads to that one could argue for
that the measurement of the amplitude is considered to be uncertain
with the measurement method used in this thesis. However, it has
to be considered that the number of test-persons in the verification
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study was just 15, thus it is possible that more clear patterns about the
amplitude performance can be seen if the number of test-persons is
increased.

4.1.2

Phase measurement

There was no significant difference in the calculated respiration rate
for any of the test-persons in the verification-study. The high correlation coefficient between the two systems used also indicates that the
prototype captures the phase of the respiration as well as the Sentinel
in the majority of the tests. For one of the test-persons there was an
outlier value in the correlation coefficient of 0.45 compared to the median of 0.89. In Figure 3.8 it can be seen that the signals starts to lag
each other after a few breaths, which would explain the low correlation coefficient. There was no clear explanation for this lag, and this
behavior in the phase measurement was not seen for any of the other
test-persons.
Regarding these correlation values from the verification-study, it
has to be mentioned that due to the design of the method, the signals
had to be aligned using the cross-correlation coefficient afterwards.
The result of this could be that any possible lag between the two systems, not caused by the actual time-lag of the different starting times,
would be missed. The use of the cross-correlation coefficient for alignment will align the signals at the point where the signals are most similar, resulting in that the Pearson correlation coefficient will be maximized compared to if no alignment had been performed. Therefore,
the true correlation can be lower than the result presented in this thesis
work.
The result from Figure 3.4 indicates that the correlation coefficient
between the primary and secondary point in both bed-positions was
relatively high, meaning that similar breathing curve patterns was measured by the device for both points. In terms of phase, these results
would support that the point placement is not as critical, since the
phase is well captured at both positions of the gating point. This
would also to some degree compensate for the problems with obtaining a 3D-surface which contains the same gating landmark in both
bed-positions.
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Field of View

The size of the FOV from Table 3.3 indicated that it was large enough
in the y-direction to cover the patient in both bed-positions that are of
interest for gating. However, a large FOV does not mean a high quality of the 3D-surface. In fact, a poor quality of the 3D-surface was observed for some patients, and it caused problems with the positioning
the gating points and gave noisy signals. A decreased surface quality
was observed for patients wearing clothes with dark, knitted structures or clothing not placed flat on the patient and therefore creating
shadows where no 3D-surface can be obtained. Thus, improving the
surface quality would be beneficial for the resulting respiratory signal
and could for example be done by letting all the patients wear similar
clothing, such as a tight white hospital shirt, which was observed to
give a high qualitative 3D-surface. Given that the patients who are to
undergo a PET/CT examination already have to prepare for the examination by not wearing metal for example, adding instructions about
which clothing to wear would probably not be problematic for either
the patient or the staff.

4.3

Improvements & Future work

The manual placement of the gating points is assumed to be the most
critical factor to why there were large differences in the amplitudes in
the clinical study for some of the patients, and thus is one factor that
has the potential to be improved in order to make the gating device
more robust. The prototype could be improved by adding a functionality that follows the gating point position in each bed-position,
thereby removing the errors of the manual placement. For example by
defining the point on the chest of the patient before the patient enters
the PET-gantry, and then tracking how the bed moves, since the patient is in a fixed position at the bed during the whole scan and the
movement of the bed is determined prior to the scan. So by integrating the PET/CT with the software of the prototype, the point could
be tracked. However, the 3D-surfaces observed in this thesis work,
which contained areas with missing points, would be difficult to use
for a point-tracking method that would be dependent on a better surface quality.
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The study could have been improved by using another gating device during the clinical tests to compare the prototype signals against.
For the patients where it was difficult to distinguish irregular breathing patterns from noise, a second system could have been useful. This
could for example be done by using a device already used in the
PET/CT, using the same respiratory surrogate as the prototype device,
such as Varian RPM do. The reflector block used in the RPM-system
could also had made it easier to position the gating points, since the
block, positioned before the examination, could have provided a landmark for the gating position for the prototype.
To compare the prototype against a device which uses another surrogate, such as a spirometry device which uses the respiratory volume, would also be a further step in the verification of the respiration
measurements. Mainly since the result of studies comparing the two
respiratory surrogates indicate that the respiratory volume correlates
better with the internal tumour motion [7].
Before the prototype can be suggested as a respiratory gating device it is important that more testing are performed to compare it against
other state-of-the-art gating devices. The device needs to be compared
in terms of how the signal affects the sorting of the PET-data into gates
and the resulting tumour delineation. Otherwise there is a risk of overor underestimation of lesion volumes from the resulting 4D-images,
which could affect the effectiveness and the potential harm of the RT.
From an ethical point of view it may be arguable why the evaluation tests were done on humans, and if it would have been better to
only do manikin tests or animal tests. However, since the irregular
respiratory patterns of the patients were of interest together with being able to test different sized and clothed patients, a clinical study
was considered the most practical solution. Furthermore, the device
did not interfere with the patients due to the non-contact system. The
data from the clinical tests were never used for any clinical decisions.
The results from this thesis work indicate that the phase measurement is reliable both in the clinical-study and in the verification-study.
However, the amplitude measurements differ between bed-positions
with the manual method in the clinical study, and measured amplitude does not correspond to the values from the Sentinel. With these
results, one can argue for that the device has more potential to be used
for phase based-gating than for amplitude-based gating in PET/CT.
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So even if amplitude-based gating has been shown to lead to fewer
motion artifacts in the resulting images, in this case if the device were
to be used for respiratory gating, it would only be appropriate to be
used for phase-based gating until further testing has been performed
for the amplitude measurements [8] [9].
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Conclusion

The device has the potential to be used for respiratory gating in PET/CT
if some improvements in the measurement method were made. The
FOV of the scanner is big enough to gate two bed-positions in the
PET/CT and, if the 3D-surface quality would be improved, the gating
point can be kept constant. The results also indicate that the device
is more robust in detecting phase changes accurately compared to the
amplitude, whereas more testing has to be performed to determine if
it is the manual placement of the gating points that causes the differences or if it is a property of the device.

Appendix A
State of the Art
A.1

Radiation Therapy

Radiation Therapy (RT) is the technique for treating tumours using
ionizing radiation of high energies. The technique plays a central role
in the management of many potentially curable malignancies, but is
also used in non-curable cases for disease control and symptom relief.
Over 50 % of the cancer patients receive RT sometime during their illness. The most common used form is external beam RT which mainly
uses high energy γ-photons to deliver the radiation dose, but protons,
electrons and other heavier ions are also used. The high energy photons of the external beam RT can be produced using radioactive materials, but modern linear accelerators (LINAC), which can produce both
high energy photons and electrons, are used frequently for the application [10] [11] [12]. The development of modern RT has been with
the aim to make it possible to deliver higher doses to the tumours and
lower doses to the surrounding tissues in order to maximize tumour
control and minimize toxicities [13].

A.2

PET

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a medical imaging modality
which provides 3D-images with functional information about organs
or tissues. This is performed by adding a radioactive nucleus to a
tracer-molecule, which is designed to target a specific physiological
or molecular process, that is injected into the patient. The radioactive
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nucleus, which is attached to the tracer, undergoes β + - decay by emitting a positron, see Figure A.1. 18 F-FDG (Fluorodeoxyglucose) is the
most used and commercially available radio-tracer for clinical practice, mainly for the the diagnosis and staging of most cancers. The
detection of two photons from a single annihilation is defined as a coincident event if the two photons are detected within a specific pre-set
timing window with energies of each 511 keV. Each coincidence event
forms a line of response (LOR), and the combination of all LORs from
the β + -decays form the PET-image [14] [15][16].

Figure A.1: Illustration of a coincidence event inside a patient, where
the positron from the β + -decay is annihilated with an electron to emit
two 511 keV γ-photons to form the LOR which build up the PETimage.
However, different tissues in the body will attenuate the γ-rays differently depending on the electron density of the tissues. This can give
rise to attenuation artifacts in the PET-image, either show an increased
tracer uptake in tissues with low attenuation, compared to a decreased
uptake in tissues where the attenuation is high. To compensate for this,
Attenuation Correction (AC) is performed on the PET-data to improve
the diagnostic value of the images. In order to get a map of attenuation
data to use for this, either a separate transmission scan, or the already
collected CT-data can be used for the PET/CT-scan, see Figure A.2. To
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use the CT-data is beneficial over a transmission scan, since the statistical image noise is reduced. However, there is a difference in photon
energy between the CT and PET, hence the CT-data has to be rescaled
to match the PET-energies to be used for the AC. Moreover, if there
are artifacts in the CT-image from for example metallic implants, these
will affect the PET-image as well by creating false positive findings in
the form of overestimated activity in these areas [17] [18] [19].

A.3

CT

Computed Tomography (CT) uses an external source of ionizing radiation to provide 3D-images of the X-ray attenuation characteristics of
the tissue being imaged. The images can provide information about
sizes and shapes of organs, tissues or possible abnormalities, which is
why CT is an important tool used for diagnosis. The 3D-images are
provided by letting the X-ray tube and detector in the gantry rotate
around the patient to provide projections from different angles, and
by moving the patient bed continuously through the gantry to provide many different slices of the projections. Projection data from all
the angles is reconstructed into 2D images with the help of reconstruction algorithms such as filtered back projection to form each slice of
the 3D-image [20] [21] [16].

A.4

PET/CT

A PET/CT-scanner is combination of a PET-scanner and a CT-scanner
placed in the same gantry, with some spacing between them, with the
purpose to take images with both imaging modalities in the same session, see Figure A.2. When the fusion of PET- and CT-images was
introduced, the fusion was done by software with data provided from
PET- and CT-scans performed in separate scanners. The error in the
fusion was large, mainly due to the difficulties to position the patient
in identical positions in both the PET- and the CT-scanner. In 1998, a
combined PET/CT-scanner was introduced which made it possible to
keep the patient in the same position during both scans due to the common bed, which resulted in less fusion errors. The result was that the
activity was more accurately positioned anatomically. Conventional
stand-alone PET has nowadays been replaced with PET/CT [22] [12].
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Figure A.2: An example of a typical workflow for a PET/CT image acquisition. In a) the 2D CT scout-scan that is performed in order to plan
the CT- and PET-scans is shown, and b) shows the CT-image, which
provides attenuation data to be used for the reconstruction of the PETimage in c). Finally, d) shows the fused PET/CT image. (Reprinted
from Comprehensive Biomedical Physics with permission from Elsevier [23].)
Oncology is the main application of PET/CT and the use of the
technique has become more common for RT-planning due to the improvement of the specificity and sensitivity in detecting cancers with
PET/CT. The CT-scan is often performed before the PET-scan, and the
bed is moved continuously into the CT-gantry. For the PET-part the
bed is moved in steps in to a certain bed position and each bed position covers a part of the patient, see Figure A.3 [24] [12].
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Figure A.3: 2D scout-scan image with the coverage of the CT shown in
blue and the green overlapping rectangles show coverage of each bedposition in the PET-part. (Reprinted from RadioGraphics with permission from The Radiological Society of North America [24].)

A.4.1

PET/CT in Radiation Therapy

RT-planning is critically dependent on medical imaging and the evolution of the CT-technique has been one of the reasons behind the advances of modern image-guided RT. CT-images are necessary for both
tumour definition and dose calculation since they provide geometric positions of the tumour and the surrounding normal tissues and
the mass attenuation coefficients of the different tissues. The use of
CT-images for RT-planning results in an improved precision in dose
distribution, dose delivery and patient positioning. However, one of
the disadvantages of using CT for RT-planning is the low tissue contrast, which can be problematic for tumour delineation. PET, which
provides additional information about the activity of the tumour can
make the delineation of the tumor less uncertain, and can therefore
be used as a complement to CT in RT-planning to potentially improve
treatment outcomes [3][11]. There is also clinical data supporting that
the additional information provided by PET/CT often changes the RT
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plan compared to the information provided by conventional CT alone
[12]. The introduction of PET in RT-planning is important because of
the possibility of more accurate staging of tumours, that is to determine the relevant treatment course and prognosis for the patient. PET
also has a role in monitoring the response of the tumour to RT, since
metabolic changes in the tumour can precede morphological changes
[23] [16].

A.5

Respiratory gating

Respiratory gating is a technique for reducing the effect of respiratory
induced motion in medical imaging and RT. This can be achieved by
measuring a respiratory signal during the imaging and by synchronizing the signal with the imaging data. This is also vital information for
the RT-planning, since the respiratory motion has to be accounted for
during the RT treatment.

A.5.1

Respiratory gating in PET/CT

Respiratory motion is challenging in PET/CT when imaging the thorax, mainly due to the large difference in time scale where the CTpart only takes a few seconds while the PET-part requires at least a
few minutes per bed-position. The consequence is that the CT-image
can contain one segment of the respiratory cycle, while the PET-image
tends to capture an average of the respiratory cycle, which can lead to
an incorrect fusion of the images. This also causes the PET-part to be
inherently blurred by these respiratory motion effects which can lead
to smearing of hot spots in the image and increased target volume delineation for the RT [23][25].
Non-respiratory gated images can also cause problems with the
previously mentioned AC, since if the CT-data does not match the
PET-data spatially, the correction will be performed based on attenuation data from a different region, which can cause attenuation artifacts
in the PET-image. The diagnostic value of the fused image will also be
decreased if the PET- and CT-data are acquired during different respiratory phases since the activity will be positioned incorrectly [23].
There are different techniques for dealing with respiratory motion
for PET/CT. One technique is to only acquire PET-data in the same
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respiratory phase as the CT-data was acquired, which can for example be at a pre-set amplitude or phase of the signal. This technique is
called a prospective gating technique, i.e. both the PET and CT will be
sampled at a trigger signal from the respiration signal [26] [23].
4D PET/CT
Respiratory gated PET/CT, which is commonly referred to as
4D PET/CT since a time dimension is added, uses the respiratory signal of the patient to synchronize the PET/CT-data to the respiratory
cycle. This technique allows the patient to breathe freely during the
image acquisition. An external device is required for measuring the
respiration during the image acquisition. This signal is then used to
divide the PET- and CT-data into subsets, which are called respiratory
gates, see Figure A.4. The data is retrospectively assigned to each gate,
which results in a reconstructed image for each gate of the respiratory
cycle. For each gate the motion artifacts will be less than for a nongated image. However, there will be less PET-data detected in each
part of the respiratory cycle, leading to decreased diagnostic value.
Both the CT- and PET-images are gated with the same method, resulting in a fused PET/CT image for each gate of the respiratory signal.
This also enables the AC of the PET to be better performed since the
PET and the attenuation map will match each other better spatially
[1][23].
Phase-based gating
There are two methods for dividing PET- or CT-data into gates, either
phase-based or amplitude-based. For phase-based gating the data is
divided based on intervals between each end-inspiration point of the
respiratory cycle, i.e. along the time axis. Each respiratory cycle is divided into a fixed number of gates of equal or varying duration of a
specified percentage of the period of each cycle and the data acquired
during each gate is used for the image reconstruction. The approach
works well for regular breathing patients, while irregular breathing
patterns can cause problems for the phase-based method to represent
the respiratory pattern, which can lead to rejections of respiratory cycles, which would decrease the diagnostic value due to loss of PETdata for these cycles [8] [9]. In the GE Discovery MI PET/CT used at
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Akademiska Sjukhuset, a phase-based gating method is implemented
[27].
Amplitude based gating
In amplitude-based gating, a certain amplitude range is defined by
upper and lower limits of the amplitude of the respiratory cycles in
order reconstruct an image for each gate. An example of an amplitude
based gating method can be seen in Figure A.4.
Several studies, for example by Wei et al. and Wink et al., have
supported that amplitude based gating approaches are more robust
and lead to fewer motion artifacts in the resulting images than phasebased, especially for irregular breathing patterns, which are not unusual for sick patients. Using an amplitude-based approach for these
patients would have the benefit of maximizing the PET-data in each
reconstructed image [8] [9].

Figure A.4: Respiratory gating of PET-data, where the respiratory signal in blue is used to divide the PET-data into 4 gates. The result is
a reconstructed image for each gate. The figure shows an amplitude
based gating approach. (Reprinted from Comprehensive Biomedical
Physics with permission from Elsevier [23].)
For both amplitude- and phased-based gating, the selection of the
number of gates for each respiratory cycle is important. Generally the
less number of gates leads to less reduced blurring of the images, but a
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higher Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). And the opposite, increasing the
number of gates can lead to less blurring and a more correct lesion
volume estimation, but with the cost of less PET-data collected during
each gate, which reduces the overall lesion detectability. To compensate for this loss of counts the scanning times are increased in the 4D
PET, but can only be increased to some extent in order to still keep the
patients comfortable with not to long scan times[28] [12].

A.5.2

Respiratory gating in radiation therapy

Tumour motion caused by respiration can be as large as 3 cm in the
lung for example, depending on the tumour location. Tumour motion
is something that needs to be considered during RT, otherwise it could
lead to overexposure of radiation to healthy surrounding tissues, and
underexposure of the tumour if the target is partially missed due to
motion. This is why motion management systems are needed for RT.
These systems include abdominal compression, breath holding techniques, or motion tracking. However, it is important that the tumour
motion is treated similarly during simulation and treatment, that is,
if breath holding techniques are to be used during RT the techniques
should be used during the imaging as well. The gating techniques in
RT are performed by only irradiating during a specific phase of the
respiratory cycle, thus making the technique dependent on that the
breathing is monitored throughout the entire treatment session [29].
For breath-holding techniques, the respiratory phase where the irradiation is to be delivered is chosen depending on which phase the
distance between the defined target and the critical structures is maximized. Deep-Inspiration Breath-Hold (DIBH) is one common motion management technique, which is often favoured since it is reproducible with the use of audio- and visual-feedback of the breathing.
The technique is commonly used for RT of left-sided breast cancers,
where the risk of cardiac mortality is increased due to doses to the
tissues of the heart close to the breast [2] [30].
4D CT or 4D PET/CT-images are used for the selection of the phases
of the breathing cycle to use for gated RT with free breathing, where
stable phases with low tumour motion are desirable. The choice of
the gate window is a trade-off between amount of tumour motion and
treatment time, therefore parts of the expiration phase is often used,
being the longest phase with minimal motion. The Planning Target
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Volume (PTV) can be minimized with gating techniques since the extra volume added to account for the respiratory movements is unnecessary if the irradiation is only performed in a certain point of the respiratory cycle [31] [29].

A.6

Respiratory gating devices

There are several motion monitoring systems based on different techniques, for example optical tracking devices which track external markers, or optical surface scanners, or non-optical systems, which use for
example pressure sensors or spirometry. These are a few examples of
techniques that use external respiratory surrogates that correlate with
the internal motion of the tumour. Such surrogate breathing signals
can for example be from the vertical motion of the skin of the chest
or abdomen, or from lung volume. However, the correlation between
the internal target and external surrogate may be unstable and change
over time between treatments, why the internal-external relationship
needs to be updated frequently between treatments [32] [2].

A.6.1

Optical gating devices

IR-based devices
One example of a device using Infra-Red (IR) light is the real-time position management (RPM) respiratory gating system (Varian Medical,
Palo Alto, CA, USA). The device emits IR-light in order to track the
vertical position of reflective markers on a plastic box placed on the
abdomen of the patient. The system is equipped with a camera that
detects the reflected light from the reflecting markers, which provides
the vertical movement of the reflective markers which surrogates as
the respiratory signal. The camera and IR-light emitter is placed at the
foot-end of the patient. The solution from Varian can be used both for
CT, PET/CT and can also be implemented in the RT-room for respiratory tracking. The gating can be both phased- and amplitude-based
[33]. However, one disadvantage with the system is that it can be problematic to reproduce the positioning of the box with reflective markers
on the abdomen of the patient.
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Laser based devices
An example of a device that uses laser light is Sentinel 4D CT (C-RAD,
Uppsala, Sweden), which is a surface scanning system that can be used
for respiratory gating of patients in a CT. A laser beam is swept over
the chest of the patient and the scattered laser light is captured by
a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera. This
generates a 3D-model of the surface of the patient. For respiratory gating, the system uses a pre-defined point on the obtained 3D-surface
of the chest of the patient which is continuously scanned to track the
breathing motion during the entire CT-scan. The resulting surrogate
respiratory signal is the chest movement in the vertical direction which
can be used for gating. The laser is redirected automatically based on
the position of the CT-couch in order to follow the tracking point of
the chest of the patient as it moves in the gantry of the CT. [5][34].
Structured light devices
A structured-light 3D-scanner is a non-invasive optical device for measuring the 3D-shape of an object using structured light and can be used
for 3D-surface rendering. These type of devices usually consists of
a projector-camera and one or several digital cameras. The projector
sends out different light patterns onto the object being scanned and
these patterns are being tracked by the camera. The geometrical deformation of the patterns projected due to the surface shape of the object enable exact retrieval of 3D-coordinates of the surface , see Figure
A.5. Triangulation techniques are used to generate 3D-point clouds
which represents a collection of multidimensional points representing the physical surface. From these point clouds a 3D-model of the
scanned surface can be obtained [35].
Optical devices using structured light to obtain a 3D-surface are being more and more used, mainly due to recent innovations within the
field and the broad field of applications, including the medical field.
The applications are highly dependent on the requirements for resolution, accuracy, speed etc. The optical resolution of the system is dependent on the size of the structures in the pattern, the wavelength of
the light projected, the limitations in the camera resolution to name a
few. For medical application such as respiratory gating, high speed is
desired, which is given by the number of projections per second. One
advantage is that a scanner using structured light can capture the full
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3D-surface in a single shot. Some disadvantages with the technique
is that the contrast can be object dependent and for example give low
contrasts for dark surfaces and lost data points for reflective surfaces
[36].
An example of an implementation of the technique is Catalyst (CRAD, Uppsala, Sweden), which is a system used for patient positioning, real-time motion and respiratory tracking using a structured light
technique to generate 3D-surfaces of the patient in the RT-room [37].

Figure A.5: Illustration of the working principle of structured light
devices. It can be seen how the projected straight lines are deformed by
the object and detected by the camera. (Courtesy of LaserFocusWorld)
[38]

A.6.2

Other gating devices

Pressure sensors
There are gating devices that measure the pressure change caused by
the respiration. AZ-733V (Anzai Medical Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) is
an example of a respiratory gating system which uses a fixation belt
to position a pressure transducer to the abdomen of the patient. The
fixation belt will expand and contract with the respiratory motion of
the patient, which the pressure sensor will register and send a digital
signal of the output voltage of the sensor [39]. There are a similar
solution from Philips in the form of an pneumatic belt called Philips
Bellows (Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH, USA) which much
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like the AZ-733V measures the pressure change during the breathing
cycle [40].
However, the fixation belts can possibly disturb the free breathing
of the patient, and therefore not represent the actual breathing pattern
correctly. Taking this into consideration, there is a possibility of incorrect estimations of tumour movement with respiration if the fixation
belt is worn during the imaging and not during the RT-treatment [41].
Spirometry
Spirometry is a method that measures the respiratory volume as a surrogate signal. One advantage of the method is that it, compared to the
previously mentioned systems, is not directly sensitive to additional
body movements when used for respiratory gating. The technique is
not sensitive to restrictions of sight in deep gantries [42] [7].

A.6.3

Comparing gating devices

When gating devices are compared it is common to look how well the
respiratory signals correlate with each other, or with simulated respiratory data, in terms of a linear correlation coefficient, which in the
latter case also can function as a measure of the temporal accuracy [43].
Optical and pressure based devices
Studies has shown that there is a strong correlation for the AZ-733V
and the RPM between the respiratory signals obtained. For example
two different studies by Allen et al. and Yuke et al. both gave an average correlation coefficient of 0.990 between the systems. The second
study also indicated a phase difference between the two systems for
some of the respiratory phases, which would lead to some differences
in the sorting of the images to the correct phase when using the two
systems [44] [45].
Philips bellows was also compared to Varian RPM in a study by
Glide-Hurst et al., which gave a strong correlation coefficient of 0.947
for the waveforms. The two systems were found to be equivalent external surrogates for 4D CT for treatment planning purposes [40].
However in studies where the optical systems such as Sentinel or
Varian RPM was compared again for example AZ-733V, the shape of
the respiratory signals varied due to that the signal from the pressure
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based system are based on the stretching of an elastic band, whereas
the signal from the optical systems as mentioned is a measure of the
vertical position of the chest. This can lead to a difference in the definition of the phase intervals, as showed by Jönsson, and thereby also
differ in the sorting of the images. However, the study also showed
that when these three systems were evaluated against each other, they
were comparable good at detecting small changes in the breathing amplitude. In the same study it was compared how well the three systems
correlated with generated breathing data, with the result that RPM and
Sentinel was comparable while AZ-733V was slightly less correlated
[34].
Bekke et al. compared RPM to Catalyst, and showed that amplitude estimation by the RPM varies more, and is dependent on the angle of the surface. The study concluded that Catalyst could be beneficial to use over the RPM in terms of improved reproducibility of DIBH
[46].
Optical and spirometry
In the study by Nooponen et al. a spirometry device was compared
against Varian RPM which showed a high correlation coefficient range
0.952-0.978 for normal breathing patients whereas for the less stable
breathing patterns the correlation degraded, with the minimum of 0.758
[42]. Lu et al. also compares RPM to spirometry. and also witnessed
a high correlation coefficient larger than 0.98 between breathing volume measured by the spirometry and the abdominal height measured
by the RPM. However, the spirometry measurements correlated better
with the internal motion than the RPM [7].
General about gating devices
In conclusion, the gating devices discussed here has been shown to
correlate well with each other in several studies. In some cases there
are some differences in the shape of the breathing curves between systems, indicating that the same system should be used for both imaging
and treatment to minimize the risk of incorrect sorting to the different
phases. However, there are some differences between the devices from
a practical point of view. For example, the spirometry devices can be
superior over the other systems when it comes to being insensitive to
motion artifacts and to correlate better with the internal motion. The
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laser or structured light devices are superior in the non-contact with
the patient compared to the rest. The pressure or spirometry based
systems do not need any free sight which is beneficial in deep-gantries.
Depending on the different applications, such as if used in CT, RT or in
a PET/CT and for phase- or amplitude-based gating, one device may
be advantageous over the other.
To summarize, to use respiratory gating for PET/CT-images used
for RT-planning has many benefits including the possibly improved
treatment outcomes as a result of the decreased motion artifacts in
the images. Furthermore, there are several types of gating devices
for the application where the respiratory signals correlate well with
each other, and they have different benefits for different applications.
Therefore, a structured light device, which has the potential of equal
performance compared to the other devices, but also being a fully noncontact device, making it easy to integrate to the clinical work-flow.
To the current knowledge of the writer, a structured light device has
not been evaluated for respiratory gating in deep-gantries such as the
PET/CT, but has been studies where a similar scanner has been used
for motion tracking of the head with a positive result [47]. However, to
track the chest of the patient would cause some additional difficulties
since positioned further into the gantry.

Appendix B
MATLAB code
Here the scripts used for the data-analysis and visualization in the thesis work are attached.
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Listing B.1: Main-script for clinical study data
clear all
close all
result=dlmread('Ackis 39
_RespSignal_20180405_113246_bed4',";",3,0); %
Example of read in of signal.
cut=0.2; %How many percent of the whole signal that
is cut at the end.
filter=1; %1= filter signal else not filtered.
peakfactor=0; %negative value lower the threshhold
to percentage below mean. Positive opposite.
al=0; %how many samples aligned, positive and
negative decides direction.
cor= signalprocess_clinical(result,cut,filter,
peakfactor,al);
Listing B.2: Function for signal processing: Clinical study
function [korr] = signalprocessed_clinical(result,
factor,pro,peakfactor, aligned)
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%Signal processing functions that gives the
respiration rate, peak to peak
%amplitude, correlation coefficient and the
sampling time of two signals
%sent in.
time=result(:,1); %Time vector from the
Primary=result(:,2); %Primary signal
Secondary=result(:,3); %Secondary signal
signal_length=length(Primary);
sig1=Primary(1:(end-(factor*signal_length))); %
Removes part of end where there can be artifacts
from bed-movement
sig2=Secondary(1:(end-(factor*signal_length)));
normtime=time((1:(end-(factor*signal_length))))
*10^-3; %time in seconds withour noisy end
samplingtime= length(Primary)/((time(length(time))time(1))*10^-3) %Samples per second
%signalprocessing option
if pro==1
filt_sig1=doFilter5(sig1);
filt_sig2=doFilter5(sig2);
figure
plot(normtime,filt_sig1,'r',normtime,filt_sig2)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Filtered')
filter_sig1=filt_sig1(30:end); %filter distorts
signal in beginning
filter_sig2=filt_sig2(30:end);
min1=min(filter_sig1);
max1=max(filter_sig1);
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min2=min(filter_sig2);
max2=max(filter_sig2);
norm_sig1=(filter_sig1-min1)/(max1-min1);
norm_sig2=(filter_sig2-min2)/(max2-min2); %
Normalisation to unity
figure
plot(normtime(30:end),norm_sig1,'r',normtime
(30:end),norm_sig2)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Normalized filtered signals')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Normalized amplitude')

%finds mean peak to peak amplitudes of the
filtered signals from
%primary and secondary
peak_p=peak2peak_function(filter_sig1);
peak_s=peak2peak_function(filter_sig2);
minpeak=mean(filter_sig1);
if peakfactor<0
%Lowers the threshhold to below the mean
according to the
%peakfactor set by the user.
minpeak=minpeak+(peak_p*peakfactor)
end
if peakfactor>0
%Rises the threshhold above the mean
according to the
%peakfactor set by the user.
minpeak=minpeak+(peak_p*peakfactor)
end
%Finds the peak above the level set by the user
.
[resp_PKS,RESP_LOCS]= findpeaks(filter_sig1,'
MinPeakHeight',minpeak);
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firstpeak=normtime(30+RESP_LOCS(1)); %Finds the
first respiratory peak
lastpeak=normtime(30+RESP_LOCS(end)); %Finds
the last respiratory peak
resprate=(length(RESP_LOCS)/(lastpeak-firstpeak
))*60 %respiration rate in minutes
peaksnan=NaN(length(filter_sig1));
peaksnan(RESP_LOCS)=filter_sig1(RESP_LOCS);%NaN
signal just including the location of the
respiratory peaks
figure
hold on
plot(normtime(30:end),filter_sig1,normtime(30:
end),peaksnan,'rv', normtime(30:end),mean(
filter_sig1),'*')
title('resp rate primary')
hold off

%Same procedure for the secondary signal
minpeak=mean(filter_sig2);
if peakfactor<0
%Lowers the threshhold to below the mean
according to the
%peakfactor set by the user.
minpeak=minpeak+(peak_s*peakfactor);
end
if peakfactor>0
%Rises the threshhold to above the mean
according to the
%peakfactor set by the user.
minpeak=minpeak+(peak_s*peakfactor);
end
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[PKS1,LOCS1]= findpeaks(filter_sig2,'
MinPeakHeight',minpeak);
firstpeak=normtime(30+LOCS1(1)); %Time @first
peak
lastpeak=normtime(30+LOCS1(end)); %Time @last
peak
respratesec=(length(LOCS1)/(lastpeak-firstpeak)
)*60; %respiration-rate in minutes
peaksnan=NaN(length(filter_sig2)); %Help with
plot
peaksnan(LOCS1)=filter_sig2(LOCS1);
figure
plot(normtime(30:end),filter_sig2,normtime(30:
end),peaksnan,'rv', normtime(30:end),mean(
filter_sig2),'*')
title('resp rate secondary')
end

%Normalization of respiratory signal if not
filtered:
min1=min(sig1);
max1=max(sig1);
min2=min(sig2);
max2=max(sig2);
norm_sig1=(sig1-min1)/(max1-min1);
norm_sig2=(sig2-min2)/(max2-min2);

end_factor1=length(norm_sig1)*0.8;
if aligned>1 % if secondary signal is before
primary
%Aligns primary to secondary according to the #
samples set by the user
norm_sig1_aligned=norm_sig1(aligned:end_factor1
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);
norm_sig2_aligned=norm_sig2(1:end_factor1aligned+1);
korr=corrcoef(norm_sig1(aligned:end_factor1),
norm_sig2(1:end_factor1-aligned+1)) %
Correlation coefficient for aligned signal
figure
plot(1:length(norm_sig1_aligned),
norm_sig1_aligned,'r', 1:length(
norm_sig1_aligned),norm_sig2_aligned)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Normalized signals')
figure
scatter(norm_sig1_aligned,norm_sig2_aligned);
title('Aligned scatter-plot')
end_factor=length(filter_sig1)*0.8;
filt_norm_sig1_aligned=filter_sig1(aligned:
end_factor);
filt_norm_sig2_aligned=filter_sig2(1:end_factor
-aligned+1);
min1=min(filt_norm_sig1_aligned);
max1=max(filt_norm_sig1_aligned);
min2=min(filt_norm_sig2_aligned);
max2=max(filt_norm_sig2_aligned);
f_norm_sig1=(filt_norm_sig1_aligned-min1)/(max1
-min1);
f_norm_sig2=(filt_norm_sig2_aligned-min2)/(max2
-min2);
time2=time(1:length(filt_norm_sig1_aligned))
*10^-3; %Time with correct length, for
plotting
figure
plot(time2,f_norm_sig1,'r',time2,f_norm_sig2)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
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title('Normalized filtered signals')
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Normalized amplitude')

elseif aligned <-1 % if primary before secondary
%Alignes secondary to primary
aligned=(-aligned);
norm_sig1_aligned=(norm_sig1(1:end_factor1aligned+1));
norm_sig2_aligned=norm_sig2(aligned:end_factor1
);
korr=corrcoef(norm_sig1(1:end_factor1-aligned
+1),norm_sig2(aligned:end_factor1));%
Correlation coefficient for aligned signals
figure
plot(1:length(norm_sig1_aligned),
norm_sig1_aligned,'r', 1:length(
norm_sig1_aligned),norm_sig2_aligned)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Normalized signals')
else
korr=corrcoef(norm_sig1,norm_sig2);%Correlation
coefficient for non-aliged signals
end

figure
plot(time, Primary,'r',time,Secondary)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Original Signals')
figure
plot(normtime,norm_sig1,normtime,norm_sig2)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Normalized signals')
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figure
scatter(norm_sig1,norm_sig2)
title('Scatter-plot')
figure
plot(normtime,sig1,normtime,sig2)
legend('Primary point','Secondary point')
title('Cut Signals')
dispvector= [peak_p,peak_s,resprate,respratesec,
korr(1,2)] %Vector displaying the interesting
parameters

end
Listing B.3: Second order Butterworth filter
function y = doFilter5(x)
%Second order Butterworth filter created with
MATLAB signal-processing
%toolbox with the specifications below.
%DOFILTER Filters input x and returns output y.
% MATLAB Code
% Generated by MATLAB(R) 9.3 and DSP System Toolbox
9.5.
% Generated on: 20-Mar-2018 18:23:08

persistent Hd;
if isempty(Hd)
% The following code was used to design the
filter coefficients:
%
% N
= 2;
% Order
% F3dB = 0.4; % 3-dB Frequency
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% Fs
= 8;
% Sampling Frequency
%
% h = fdesign.lowpass('n,f3db', N, F3dB, Fs);
%
% Hd = design(h, 'butter', ...
%
'SystemObject', true);
Hd = dsp.BiquadFilter( ...
'Structure', 'Direct form II', ...
'SOSMatrix', [1 2 1 1 -1.56101807580072
0.641351538057563], ...
'ScaleValues', [0.0200833655642112; 1]);
end
s = double(x);
y = step(Hd,s);
Listing B.4: Peak detector function
function mean_peak2peak_amp = peak2peak_function(
signal)
%Function modified from Robert Lobbia, uploaded
2008-06-16 on
% https://se.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/20314-peak-to-peak-of-signal
%Function finds the mean peak to peak amplitude
between the lower
signal_2
= signal - mean(signal); %Moves the mean
value to zero
top_peaks_amp
= findpeaks(signal_2); %Finds the
upper-peaks amplitude.
bottom_peaks_amp
= findpeaks(-signal_2); %Finds
lower peaks amplitude.
mean_peak2peak_amp = mean(top_peaks_amp) + mean(
bottom_peaks_amp);
end
Listing B.5: Main script for the verification study
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aligned=1; %How many samples the user wants to
manually align the signals
lag_s=1; %Set by user which device turned on first,
1: Sentinel before prototype
x = xml2struct( 'C:\Users\wesse\Documents\CMEDT\
TMLEM\Exjobb\data\C-RAD\18 April\12
_Elin_20180418_111408' ) %Reads in the XML-file
which contains the Sentinel-signal
prototype_vector=dlmread('Crad 12
_RespSignal_20180418_110850',";",3,0); %Reads in
the prototype-signal
resp_sent=x.CTRespirationStudy.RespirationStudyBE.
PrimaryBreathAmplitudes; %Gets the respiratoru
amplitudes from XML-file
time_sent=x.CTRespirationStudy.RespirationStudyBE.
PrimaryBreathTimestamps; %Gets the respiration
time-stamps from XML-file
resp_sent=cell2mat(struct2cell(resp_sent));
resp_sent=str2num(resp_sent);
time_sent=str2num(cell2mat(struct2cell(time_sent)))
;
time=prototype_vector(:,1);
Primary=prototype_vector(:,2); %Prototype-signal
sentinel_vector=[time_sent,resp_sent]; %Sentinel
signal to match the prototype format
[normtime_prototype, norm_prototype,
sample_prototype]=signalprocess_verification(
prototype_vector,0); %Prototype_signal processed
to get sampling frequency
[normtime_sentinel, norm_sentinel, sample_sentinel
]=signalprocess_verification(sentinel_vector,1);
%Sentinel signal processed to get sampling
frequency
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[P2,Q2] = rat(sample_prototype/sample_sentinel);
Relationship between sampling rates
sent_resampl = resample(resp_sent,P2,Q2); %Resampling of the Sentinel signal to match the
sampling frequency of the prototype

%

sent_resampl_filtered=doFilter5(sent_resampl); %
Sentinel signal filtered after the down-sampling
prototype_sig=doFilter5(Primary);
peaks_prototype=peak2peak(prototype_sig) %Finds the
peak-to-peak amplitude for prototype signal
peaks_sentinel=peak2peak(sent_resampl_filtered) %
Finds the peak-to-peak amplitude for Sentinel
signal
[P1,Q1] = rat(sample_prototype/sample_sentinel); %
Relationship between the sampling frequency of
both devices.
norm_sentinel = resample(norm_sentinel,P1,Q1); %
Down sampling of the Senitnel signal to match
the sampling frequency of the prototype
norm_sentinel=doFilter5(norm_sentinel);
norm_prototype=doFilter5(norm_prototype);
if length(norm_prototype)>length(norm_sentinel) %
Determines which signal is the longest
end_number=length(norm_sentinel)
else
end_number=length(norm_prototype)
end
short_normtime1=normtime_prototype(30:end_number);
%Makes all the signals of equal length and cuts
away beginning affected by thhe filter.
short_normsig1=norm_prototype(30:end_number);
short_normtime2=normtime_sentinel(30:end_number);
short_normsig2=norm_sentinel(30:end_number);
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norm_prototype=short_normsig1;
norm_sentinel=short_normsig2;
if lag_s==1 %If the Sentinel is started before the
prototype device
[C1,lag1] = xcorr(norm_sentinel,norm_prototype); %
Cross correlation coefficient
figure
ax(1) = subplot(2,1,1);
plot(lag1/sample_prototype,C1,'k')
ylabel('Amplitude')
grid on
title('Cross-correlation between Sentinel signal
and Prototype signal')
protoype_aligned = alignsignals(norm_prototype,
norm_sentinel); %The signals are aligned
figure
ax(1) = subplot(2,1,1);
plot(protoype_aligned)
grid on
title('s1')
axis tight
ax(2) = subplot(2,1,2);
plot(norm_sentinel)
grid on
title('s2')
axis tight
%Figure shows where the cross correlation
coefficient is maximal, where the
%signals are best aligned=the time delay.
figure
plot(1:length(protoype_aligned),protoype_aligned,'r
',1:length(norm_sentinel),norm_sentinel)
end_factor=length(norm_sentinel)*0.8;
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s1_aligned=protoype_aligned(1:end_factor-aligned+1)
; %Manual alignment based on user input.
normsig_sentinel_aligned=norm_sentinel(aligned:
end_factor);
signal_length=length(normsig_sentinel_aligned);
time_vector=time(1:signal_length)*10^-3; %Fixes the
time-stamps
for i=1:signal_length
time_vector(i)=time_vector(i)-(time(1)*10^-3);
end
figure
plot(time_vector,s1_aligned,time_vector,
normsig_sentinel_aligned ,'r')
title('Normalized signal')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Normalized amplitude')
legend('Prototype','Sentinel')
korr=corrcoef(protoype_aligned(90:end_number-30),
norm_sentinel(90:end_number-30)) %Corelation
coefficient
korr_aligend=corrcoef(s1_aligned,
normsig_sentinel_aligned) %Korrelation after
manual alignement
else
%If Prototype was started before Sentinel:
[C1,lag1] = xcorr(norm_prototype,norm_sentinel); %
Cross correlation coeff.
figure
ax(1) = subplot(2,1,1);
plot(lag1/sample_prototype,C1,'k')
ylabel('Amplitude')
grid on
title('Cross-correlation between Prototype and
Sentinel Signal')
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sentinel_aligned = alignsignals(norm_sentinel,
norm_prototype); %Align the sentinel signal with
the prototype signal
signal_length=length(norm_prototype);
figure(18)
plot(time(1:signal_length),sentinel_aligned,'r',
time(1:signal_length),norm_prototype)
title('Normalized signal')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Normalized amplitude')
legend('Sentinel','Prototype')
korr=corrcoef(sentinel_aligned(90:end_number-30),
norm_prototype(90:end_number-30))
end_factor=length(norm_sentinel)*0.8; %End cut away
s1_aligned=sentinel_aligned(aligned:end_factor); %
Manual alignment based on user-set # of samples
to align
normsig1_aligned=norm_prototype(1:end_factoraligned+1);
figure
plot(1:length(s1_aligned),s1_aligned,'r',1:length(
normsig1_aligned),normsig1_aligned)
title('Normalized signal')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Normalized amplitude')
legend('Sentinel','Prototype')
korr=corrcoef(sentinel_aligned(90:end_number-30),
norm_prototype(90:end_number-30)); %Correlation
coefficient for Automatically aligned signals
korr_aligend=corrcoef(s1_aligned, normsig1_aligned)
; %Correlation coefficient for the manually
aligned signals
end
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Listing B.6: Function for signal processing for verification study
function [normtime,norm_sig1, samplingtime]=
signalprocess_verification(result,opt)
%function [korr] = signalprocess_test2(result,
factor,pro,peakfactor, aligned)
%Function that gives the sampling-rate of the
signal, the peak to peak
%amplitude and respiration rate.
peakfactor=0; %Adjusts how the threshold for
respiration peaks is moved.
factor=0.2; %How many percent of the signal that is
cut off, due to noisy signal when patient is
moved
time=result(:,1);
Primary=result(:,2);
num1=length(Primary);
sig1=Primary(1:(end-(factor*num1))); %Cuts away
the end of the signal.
%To translate the signals from different devices
into same format
if opt==1 %if Sentinel
normtime=time((1:(end-(factor*num1))));
samplingtime= length(Primary)/((time(length(time))time(1))) %Samples per second
else %If prototype
normtime=time((1:(end-(factor*num1))))*10^-3; %
time in seconds withour noisy end
samplingtime= length(Primary)/((time(length(time))
-time(1))*10^-3) %Samples per second
end
for ii=1:length(normtime)
norm_t(ii)=normtime(ii)-normtime(1); %Scales
the time-vector.
end
normtime=norm_t;
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filt_sig1=doFilter5(sig1); %Lowpass filter of
the signal.
filter_sig1=filt_sig1(30:end); %filter causes noise
in beginning
min1=min(filter_sig1);
max1=max(filter_sig1);
norm_sig1=(filter_sig1-min1)/(max1-min1); %
Normalization of filtered signal
pp_amplitude=peak2peak_function(filter_sig1);
mean peak to peak amplitude values.

%

%Moves the threshhold lower or higher than the mean
, where peakfactor is
%set by the user.
minpeak=mean(filter_sig1);
if peakfactor<0 %If peakfactor negative, the
threshhold for the respiration peaks are
increased
minpeak=minpeak+(pp_amplitude*peakfactor);
end
if peakfactor>0%If peakfactor positive, the
threshhold for the respiration peaks are
increased
minpeak=minpeak+(pp_amplitude*peakfactor);
end
[resp_peaks,resp_peaks_locs]= findpeaks(filter_sig1
,'MinPeakHeight',minpeak);
firstpeak=normtime(30+resp_peaks_locs(1)); %Finds
the first peak of signal
lastpeak=normtime(30+resp_peaks_locs(end));%Finds
the last peak of signal

resprate=(length(resp_peaks_locs)/(lastpeakfirstpeak))*60 %resprate in minutes
peaksnan=NaN(length(filter_sig1));
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peaksnan(resp_peaks_locs)=filter_sig1(
resp_peaks_locs); %A signal of NaN and only the
respiration signal peaks: For plotting
figure
hold on
plot(normtime(30:end),filter_sig1,normtime(30:end),
peaksnan,'rv', normtime(30:end),mean(filter_sig1
),'*')
title('Signal with the repiration peaks marked')
hold off
dispvector= [pp_amplitude,resprate] %Two parameters
of interest is printed out.
end
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